What kind of world do
we live in?
It’s a question we often hear these days. «Where Did Our Love Go» asks the
same question in a different way. As announced in the first line, we live in a
«broken world», a world in rupture - community against community, rich
against poor, powerful against indignant.

«Waku & Erauw is really a
collaboration of its own - four
terrific singers plugged into the
zeitgeist. We’re really in a dynamic
like great ‘70s soul, where the
singers had something to say. It’s
not that common.»

«Where Did Our Love Go» is a heartfelt call at
a time of tension on all levels. But for the group
Waku & Erauw, the questions are mostly on a
personal level: «What do we want to be?»
«It’s a call for more humanity,» says Guy Waku. «When did we lose our
empathy, our ability to understand each other?” Alexia Waku calls for
more solidarity. «A united front is always stronger,» she says. «One heart,
one love». «This is a basic need in these difficult times,» Daddy Waku says.
«The need to be happier, to be stronger, or at least to be the best version of
yourself, as some people say. We ourselves are the drivers of our peace.»
The song is truly a product of its time. According to Yves Erauw, «Where
Did Our Love Go» was composed and arranged in «the worst age a
generation has known since the first and second world wars. We had to
record the sounds ourselves. We couldn’t get together. But despite these
restrictions, we managed to have our baby.»

Who are Waku & Erauw?
After their vibrant tribute to Stevie Wonder’s 2020
hit, «Heaven Help us All», the vocal quartet Waku
& Erauw returns with a pop track that speaks of its
time, «Where Did Our Love Go?
The Waku Family is in high demand for their live and studio vocal arrangements in France and Belgium. For years they have been singing, creating
and dancing, sometimes adding their talents to those of others. The list of
artists they have sung, written, mixed or danced with ranges from Maurane
to Janet Jackson, and from Axelle Red to Passi.

Since «Heaven Help us All», they have been combining their talents,
drawing on their multiple influences and the experience of their respective
careers in a joint project, Waku & Erauw. The spark is Yves «Soul Boy»
Erauw. This child of soul spent many years singing wherever he could. A
stint on The Voice Belgium only reinforced his need to sing and specially to
compose with others - which led him to Daddy Waku, which led them to
Waku & Erauw.
And behind them is lyricist Michael Leahy, known for co-writing with
artistes as diverse as 2 Unlimited and Perry Rose. According to him,
«Waku & Erauw is really a collaboration of its own - four terrific indie
singers, songwriters and producers plugged into the zeitgeist. We’re really
into a dynamic of great ‘70s pop, where the singers had a say. It’s not that
common.»
The result is an epic title that speaks directly to its time. «Can you hear the
voice of people... asking what their world, their world will be?»
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